Abstract : We establish in this paper some Jensen's type inequalities for functions defined by power series with nonnegative coefficients. Applications for functions of selfadjoint operators on complex Hilbert spaces are provided as well.
Introduction
In 1906, J. L. W. V. Jensen [13] has proved the following remarkable inequality
for a convex function f W I R ! R in the interval I , elements x i 2 I and nonnegative numbers p i ; i 2 f1; :::; ng with P n i D1 p i > 0: This inequality is important in various fields of mathematics due to the fact that one can obtain from it other important inequalities such as the triangle inequality, Hölder's inequality, Ky Fan's inequality, to name only a few.
Let . ; A; / be a measurable space consisting of a set ; a -algebra A of subsets of and a countably additive and positive measure on A with values in R [ f1g : Assume, for simplicity, that R d D 1: Consider the Lebesgue space L . ; / WD ff W ! R; f is -measurable and Z jf .t /j d .t / < 1g:
For simplicity of notation we write everywhere in the sequel R wd instead of R w .t / d .t/ : In order to provide a reverse of the celebrated Jensen's integral inequality for convex functions, the author obtained in [4] and [7] the following result: Theorem 1.1. LetˆW OEm; M R ! R be a differentiable convex function on .m; M / and f W ! OEm; M so thatˆı f; f;ˆ0 ı f; .ˆ0 ı f / f 2 L . ; / : Then we have the inequality: we get from (6) that
for any n 2 and any x; y 0: From (7) we have
for any n 2; or, equivalently
for any n 2:
Integrating the inequality over u on we get
for any n 2; which is an inequality of interest in itself. Let m 2: If we multiply (9) by a n 0 and sum over n from 2 to m we get
Observe that
From (10) we get
for any m 2:
Observe that the power series P 1 nD2 na n z n and P m nD2 na n z n 2 are convergent on D .0; R/ and
Dˆ0
.z/ ˆ0 .0/ z ; z 2 D .0; R/ X f0g :
Since 0 < f .u/ < R for -almost every u in ; then 0 < R f d < R, the series P m nD2 na n OEf .u/ n ; P m nD2 na n OEf .u/ n 2 ; P m nD0 a n OEf .u/ n are convergent for -almost every u in ; P 1 nD0 a n R f d n and
for -almost every u in :
We also have
By taking the limit in (11) over m ! 1; interchanging the limit with the integral, we get the third and fourth inequalities in (4). Sinceˆ0 is also a convex function on .0; R/ then we have by (5)
and since R f d > 0; we obtain the second inequality in (4). The first inequality is obvious. By the inequality (5) applied forˆ0 we also havê
for -almost every u in : This implies that
which prove the fifth inequality in (4).
Remark 2.2. Letˆ.z/ D P 1 nD0 a n z n be a power series with nonnegative coefficients and convergent on D .0; R/ with R > 0 or R D 1: If x i 2 .0; R/ and w i 0 .i D 1; : : : ; n/ with W n WD P n i D1 w i D 1; then we have the inequalities
We have the following particular inequalities of interest.
Corollary 2.3. Assume that f W ! R is -measurable and with 0 < f .u/ for -almost every u in and such that exp ıf; .exp ıf / f; .exp ıf / f 1 2 L . ; / : Then we have the inequalities
The inequality (13) follows by (4) 
If we use the inequality (4) forˆ.z/ D 
Applications for functions of selfadjoint operators
Let A be a selfadjoint operator on the complex Hilbert space .H; h:; :i/ with the spectrum Sp .A/ included in the interval OEm; M for some real numbers m < M and let fE g be its spectral family. Then for any continuous function f W OEm; M ! R, it is well known that we have the following spectral representation in terms of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral (see for instance [12, p. 257] ):
for any x; y 2 H: The function g x;y . / WD hE x; yi is of bounded variation on the interval OEm; M and g x;y .m 0/ D 0 while g x;y .M / D hx; yi for any x; y 2 H: It is also well known that g x . / WD hE x; xi is monotonic nondecreasing and right continuous on OEm; M for any x 2 H .
The following result holds: 
